
 

POLSAT PLUS ARENA GDAŃSK STADIUM 

INFORMATION FOR VISITORS 

 

ACCESS AND PARKING SPACES:  

 

1. We invite you to visit the FUN ARENA - Recreation and Sports Center of Polsat 

Plus Arena Gdańsk Stadium. 

 

2. P5 car park at the entrance to the Fun Arena, which is free for cars for the first 30 

minutes, then the first and each subsequent hour 3 PLN. P3-A / P5 car parks for 

coaches are charged for the first and subsequent 2 hours of parking 10 PLN/h, 40 

PLN/day. Failure to pay for a parking ticket costs 95 PLN. Payment can be made at 

the automatic parking counter located in the car park, and the purchased parking ticket 

must be left in the car behind the windscreen in a visible place.  

 

3. The Stadium can also be reached by public transport. From the center of Gdańsk 

you can get by tram number 10 or number 7, from Gdańsk Wrzeszcz by bus number 

158.  

 

THE COURSE OF THE TOUR:  

 

1. Tours start at the main reception of FUN ARENA. The tour should last about an 

hour.  

 

2. The Stadium tour time included in the booking confirmation is the starting time of 

the tour. Please be 10 minutes before the indicated time.  

 

3. Please be punctual, in case of delays the tour may be shortened, moved to 

another hour or cancelled in case of a large number of groups signed up on a 

given day.  

 

4. In case of any delays due to the arrival of the group for the tour or the cancellation 

of the tour, please inform us.  

 

5. There are over a hundred steps along the tour, so we recommend that you wear 

comfortable shoes. 



 

6. The tour takes place only in the company of the tour guide, you should not separate 

from the group. If you get lost, try to contact the closest stadium staff person or 

another guide.  

 

7. Toilets for visitors are located around the reception area. The toilets on the tour 

route will be closed.  

 

RULES OF BOOKING AND PAYMENT:  

 

1. Ticket prices for guided tours:  

 

• individual ticket - 25 PLN/person. 

 • group ticket (up to 30 people) - 450 PLN 

Free entry: children under 4 years.  

2. Groups of more than 15 people (up to 30 people) are divided into 2 rounds which 

visit the stadium with a 15-minute time interval. 

3. Payments for visits are made online. 

4. To issue a VAT invoice, it is necessary to provide full data already at the stage of 

ordering or purchasing tickets.  

5. Tours can be booked using the form on the website: 

https://polsatplusarenagdansk.pl/ 

6. During mass events and preparations for them, the stadium tour service is 

unavailable.  

7. The tour may be cancelled or rescheduled due to events taking place at the stadium. 

8. The tour route may change due to events taking place at the stadium. 


